Dove Bradshaw
Angles
February 25 – April 2, 2016
Checklist

1. Angles (Orange and Blue), 2001
   Oil, cold wax medium and gesso on linen over wood
   21 ¼ inches each side
   SGI3202

2. Angle (White and Blue), 2001
   Oil, cold wax medium and gesso on linen over wood
   21 ¼ inches each side
   SGI2254

3. Angles (Calder), 2008
   Oil, cold wax medium and gesso on linen over wood
   21 ¼ inches each side
   SGI3201

4. Angles VI, 2004
   Gesso, plaster and linen over wood
   21 ¼ inches each side
   SGI2253

5. Angles (White Enough), 2000
   Titanium dioxide, zinc white, graphite and gel medium on linen
   21 ¼ inches each side
   SGI3192

6. Angles (Lemon), 2004
   Oil and cold wax medium on linen over wood
   21 ¼ inches each side
   SGI2252

   Cold wax medium, oil and gesso on linen
   21 ¼ inches each side
   SGI3190

8. Angles V, 2005
   Gesso and plaster on linen over wood
   21 ¼ inches each side
   SGI3194

9. Blue Angle, 2002
   Oil, wax medium and gesso on linen over wood
   21 ¼ inches each side
   SGI3195

10. Angles VIII, 2005
    Gesso and adhesive on linen over wood
    21 ¼ inches each side
    SGI3196

11. Angles VI, 2005
    Oil, cold wax medium and gesso on linen over wood
    21 ¼ inches each side
    SGI3197
12. *Angles (Inner Flat, Inner Point, Outer Flat, Outer Point)*, 2001
Gesso and plaster on wood
21 ¼ inches each side
SGI3037

13. *Angles (Wood from 12 Rotations)*, 2008
Pencil on wood
21 ¼ inches each side
SGI3198

Cold wax medium, oil and gesso on linen over wood
21 ¼ inches each side
SGI3200

15. *Angles IX*, 2005
Gesso on linen over wood
21 ¼ inches each side
SGI3199

Gesso on linen over wood
21 ¼ inches each side
SGI3185